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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in silicon ring-resonator arrays have stimulated the development of topological lattices for
photons, with potential applications in integrated photonic devices. Taking inspiration from ultracold atoms,
we propose how such arrays can be extended into an additional synthetic dimension by coupling together the
different modes of each ring resonator.1 In this way, a 1D resonator chain can become an effective 2D system,
while a 3D resonator array can be exploited as a 4D photonic lattice. As an example of the power of this
approach, we discuss how to experimentally realise an optical analogue of the 4D quantum Hall effect for the
first time. This opens up the way towards the exploration of higher-dimensional lattices in integrated photonics.
Keywords: synthetic dimensions, quantum Hall effect, topological physics, synthetic gauge fields, coupled ring
resonators, higher-dimensional photonic lattices

1. INTRODUCTION
Topological physics has emerged over the last decades as a unifying concept, bringing together advances in
solid-state physics,2–4 ultracold gases,5–7 mechanical systems8–10 and photonics.11–19 In these systems, quantummechanical or classical waves can propagate through periodic structures, setting up modes that form energy bands
when plotted as a function of energy versus quasimomentum. It was long thought that all important physical
information, in the absence of interparticle interactions, could be extracted directly from these plots, such as, e.g.
the group velocity which is found by taking the gradient of a band with respect to the quasimomentum. A key
realisation was that in fact the modes of an energy band can also have important geometrical and topological
properties. Energy bands characterised by nontrivial topological invariants, for example, are associated with
robust edge physics and quantized bulk responses3, 4 such as the archetypical 2D quantum Hall effect.2
While topological physics originated with electrons in solid-state materials, the control and design flexibility
that is rapidly becoming possible in engineered bosonic systems of photons or ultracold atoms has opened up many
new avenues of topological research. Since the first proposal for topological photonics in 2008,12 there have been
experimental explorations of topological physics in gyromagnetic photonic crystals for microwaves,13 in coupled
optical waveguides,15, 16 in metamaterials20 and in arrays of silicon micro-ring resonators.14 In particular, the
last of these experiments has raised the intriguing possibility of using topological properties to design novel
components for on-chip optical circuits, such as robust optical delay lines.21 The current interest in engineering
topological models in integrated photonics has therefore been sparked both by the hope of practical applications
as well as the opportunity to explore new types of topological phenomena.
An important tool that will allow integrated photonics to go beyond what is possible for solid-state materials is the introduction of a so-called “synthetic” dimension. While this concept was first proposed22, 23 and
experimentally realised in ultracold atoms,24, 25 it has since been theoretically extended to various optical systems.1, 18, 19, 26 In integrated photonics, in particular, we have recently proposed how the different modes of
a silicon micro-ring resonator could be re-interpreted as the sites along a synthetic dimension.1 By coupling
together different modes, photons can “hop” between modes, just like particles can tunnel between lattice sites.
In this way, photons in an array of ring resonators in dreal spatial dimensions behave as if they explore a system
with dreal + 1 dimensions. This means that a 1D chain of resonators can act like an effective 2D system, or
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that a 3D array of resonators could behave like a 4D lattice. While topological physics in higher dimensions,
such as the 4D quantum Hall effect, have been theoretically studied,27, 28 this physics was long expected to be
inaccessible directly in experiments. Now with a synthetic dimension, these effects may be within experimental
reach.29
In these proceedings, we begin in Section 2 by reviewing how a synthetic dimension can be introduced for
silicon micro-ring resonators.1 Then in Section 3 we introduce the 4D quantum Hall effect, which we will use as
a case-study to demonstrate how synthetic dimensions can be used to push beyond the current state-of-the-art.
In Section 4, we expand upon our recent proposal for realising an optical analogue of the 4D quantum Hall
effect with a 3D ring resonator array,1 providing additional details and calculations aimed at future experiments.
Finally in Section 5, we present our conclusions.

2. SYNTHETIC DIMENSION FOR RING RESONATOR LATTICES
Light resonates in a silicon micro-ring whenever it constructively interferes with itself after a full round-trip
around the cavity.30 Each of these so-called “whispering gallery” modes can be labelled by an index w, corresponding to the orbital angular momentum of the mode around the ring. As we introduce in Section 2.1,
this mode index w can be reinterpreted as a site index along an additional synthetic dimension on a single ring
resonator. In Section 2.2, we review how this formalism extends an array of ring resonators in dreal spatial
dimensions to an effective system of dreal + 1 dimensions, including the synthetic dimension.

2.1 Synthetic dimension for a single ring resonator
Usually, the different whispering gallery modes of a ring-resonator are uncoupled and photons remain in the same
w mode until they are lost from the cavity. To reinterpret these modes instead as a synthetic dimension, photons
should be able to change modes and so move along the synthetic dimension. As we have recently proposed,1
an appropriate inter-mode coupling could be implemented via an external time-dependent modulation of the
dielectric properties of a ring resonator. For example, this can be achieved by applying strong external light
fields to a ring resonator, and so generating a significant modulation of the susceptibility tensor through either
the χ(2) or χ(3) nonlinearities of the material. In a closely-related scheme, that has since been put forward, the
required dielectric modulation can be introduced by placing an electro-optic modulator at a single point on the
ring resonator.26 A similar idea for coupling different angular momentum states of coupled resonator loops has
also previously been realised.31
The time-dependent modulation of the dielectric properties leads to an effective Hamiltonian:1
X
Hmod = −
Jr (t) â†r,w+η âr,w + h.c.,

(1)

w

(taking ~ = 1), where Jr (t) is the inter-mode coupling amplitude which is determined by the details of the
modulation scheme. Here, the index r = (x, y, z) labels the spatial position of the resonator, while â†r,w creates a
photon in the resonator mode w. The hopping unit η corresponds to how many units of angular momentum are
transferred to the photon in the coupling process; in Figure 1, for example, the inter-mode coupling is depicted
between adjacent modes, corresponding to η = 1. This Hamiltonian is similar to that describing a particle
hopping along a tight-binding chain of lattice sites, although the hopping amplitude varies in time.
To go further, we can exploit the fact that whispering gallery modes are almost equispaced in frequency by
the free spectral range ∆Ω = 2πc/(neff R), where R is the ring radius and neff is the effective refractive index.
We write the mode spectrum as1
Ωw = Ωw0 + ∆Ω (|w| − w0 ) +

D
(|w| − w0 )2 + . . . ,
2

(2)

where the frequency dispersion D is due to the confinement geometry and to the residual refractive index
dispersion of the material. The contribution of the dispersion is typically small if one works with the reference
mode w0  1. This spectrum is sketched schematically in Figure 1. We can therefore choose the modulation to be
monochromatic with Jr (t) = Jro e−iΩmod t , as a single, suitable coupling frequency Ωmod ≈ η∆Ω simultaneously
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Figure 1. The discrete whispering gallery modes of a single micro-ring resonator can be reinterpreted as an additional
synthetic dimension, along which sites are labelled by the angular momentum w. The frequencies of these modes (2)
are indicated for a small window around a reference mode with w0 . Close to this mode, the mode frequencies are
approximately equally spaced by the free spectral range ∆Ω, with a small correction due to the dispersion D. Photons
can “hop” between different resonator modes thanks to an external modulation of the dielectric properties of the cavity.
The associated transitions for the w0 mode are highlighted here for a monochromatic modulation at frequency Ωmod ≈ ∆Ω,
with η = 1.

couples many pairs of states.1 For this simple choice of modulation, we move to a rotating frame by the
transformation
b̂r,w (t) ≡ âr,w (t)ei[Ωw0 +(w−w0 )Ωmod /η]t ,
(3)
P
†
which we apply to the full Hamiltonian of the modulated ring-resonator: H = Hmod + w,r Ωw âr,w âr,w . Then
we arrive finally at the time-independent Hamiltonian1



X
D
HΩ =
−Jro b̂†r,w+η b̂r,w + h.c. + (∆Ω − Ωmod /η) (w − w0 ) + (w − w0 )2 b̂†r,w b̂r,w ,
(4)
2
w
where we have focused around w ≈ w0 . In this Hamiltonian, the first two terms again correspond to hopping
along the synthetic dimension, but now with a time-independent hopping amplitude. The hopping amplitude,
Jro = |Jro | exp[iθ(r)], may also be made spatially-dependent and complex-valued. This is a valuable tool as the
hopping phase-factor exp[iθ(r)] mimics the Peierls phase-factor gained by a charged particle hopping in a lattice in
the presence of a magnetic vector potential. As we shall discuss further below, this can be extended for an array of
resonators to straightforwardly simulate artificial magnetic fluxes for photons, and so to realise topological physics
in integrated photonics.1 The third and fourth terms in this Hamiltonian are instead analogous respectively to a
force and a harmonic trap along the w direction; however, for the purposes of this work, we neglect these terms
by assuming that the detuning (∆Ω − Ωmod /η) and the dispersion D are negligible for the modes considered.

2.2 Synthetic dimension for an array of ring resonators
In an array of ring resonators, the spatial overlap of optical modes between neighbouring rings means that photons
can also evanescently tunnel between the resonators. This can be described by the tight-binding Hamiltonian1
X
HJ = −
Jj b̂†r+aej ,w b̂r,w + h.c.,
(5)
r,j,w

where the sum over r is over all resonator positions, where ej is the unit vector between resonators in the realspace j direction, and we assume a is the lattice spacing along all directions. In this work, we focus on a 3D
array of resonators, as shown in Figure 2, for which j ∈ {x, y, z}. The hopping amplitudes Jj drop off quickly
with the inter-resonator distance due to the decreasing overlap of optical modes; this rapid drop-off justifies the
inclusion of only nearest-neighbour hopping terms in our tight-binding model.
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When
P the inter-mode coupling introduced above is also imposed, the total Hamiltonian is given by Htot =
HJ + r HΩ in the rotating frame. This means that photons behave as if they explore a system with an extra
spatial dimension. For example, photons in a 1D chain of ring resonators experience an effective 2D lattice;
this may have practical applications in building on-chip optical isolators1 or in the high-efficiency generation of
high-order side-bands.26 Going further still, photons in a 3D array of ring resonators can simulate an effective
4D lattice.1 As we discuss for the remainder of this work, in this way, a synthetic dimension in a ring resonator
array could be exploited for the first experimental exploration of the 4D quantum Hall effect.

3. INTRODUCTION TO THE 4D QUANTUM HALL EFFECT
The 4D quantum Hall effect is a higher-dimensional cousin of the well-known 2D quantum Hall effect that ignited
the field of topological phases of matter in the 1980s.2 We briefly review this original 2D quantum Hall effect in
Section 3.1, before highlighting the key characteristics of the more unfamiliar 4D effect in Section 3.2. Then in
Section 3.3, we introduce our recently-proposed minimal lattice model for realising the 4D quantum Hall effect.1

3.1 The 2D quantum Hall effect
In the 2D quantum Hall effect, the current density of a filled isolated band of electrons is precisely quantised
under the application of an external electric field, e.g. E = Ey ey , as:
j x = −eEy ν1 ,

(6)

where e is the charge of the electron and ν1 is the so-called first Chern number. The first Chern number is a
topological invariant of the filled energy band2 defined as:
Z
1
F xy d2 k ∈ Z,
(7)
ν1 ≡
2π BZ
where the integral over the Brillouin zone (BZ) is of the geometrical Berry curvature F xy ,

 

∂u ∂u
∂u ∂u
xy
F ≡i
−
,
∂kx ∂ky
∂ky ∂kx

(8)

and |u(k)i are the Bloch states of the energy band. As a topological integer, the first Chern number cannot
be changed by small perturbations, or more precisely, it stays constant as long as the energy band gap remains
open. Consequently, the 2D quantum Hall effect is remarkably robust against both disorder and fabrication
imperfections. For a system of charged particles, a practical way to engineer a band with a non-zero first Chern
number is to apply a magnetic flux. However, for neutral particles, such as photons, other physical mechanisms
can be used as will be introduced below.

3.2 The 4D quantum Hall effect
In 4D, a new type of quantised current response has been proposed which depends on both a perturbing magnetic
field as well as an electric field.27, 28 This perturbing magnetic field can be expressed as δBρσ ≡ ∂ρ Aσ − ∂σ Aρ ,
where A is the perturbing magnetic vector potential in four spatial dimensions and where indices now run over
all four dimensions ρ, σ ∈ {x, y, z, w}. The current density for a filled energy band is:29
Z
d4 k µν
ν2 µνρσ
j µ = −eEν
F (k) + e2 Eν δBρσ

,
(9)
4
(2π)2
BZ (2π)
with µνρσ being the 4D Levi-Civita symbol and with the integral taken over the full 4D Brillouin zone. While
the first term here is closely related to the usual 2D quantum Hall response (6), the second term can only appear
in four or higher dimension. Most importantly, this term depends on an integer ν2 , which is the so-called second
Chern number (2CN): a 4D topological invariant of the energy band. In this work, we focus on a non-degenerate
energy band for which the second Chern number can be written as
Z
1
ν2 ≡
(F xy F zw + F wx F zy + F zx F yw ) d4 k ∈ Z,
(10)
(2π)2 BZ
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where the Berry curvature components are defined as in Eq. (8) for each 2D plane. To realise the 4D quantum
Hall effect experimentally therefore requires (i) the realisation of a 4D lattice with a non-zero topological second
Chern number and (ii) the creation and control of perturbing “electric” and “magnetic” fields appearing in
Eq. (9). For the first of these ingredients, we now introduce an appropriate minimal lattice model, on which to
base the experimental proposal that we recently proposed1 and outlined here in greater detail in Section 4.

3.3 A minimal 4D lattice model for the 4D quantum Hall effect
To design a minimal system exhibiting the 4D quantum Hall effect, a natural starting place is the definition of
the second Chern number in Eq. (10). This suggests that an appropriate lattice model is one with nontrivial
Berry curvature in at least two disconnected planes, for example, the x−w and y−z planes. A particularly simple
case is one in which the only non-zero Berry curvatures are of the form29, 32
F wx (kx , kw ) = −F xw (kx , kw ) 6= 0,

F zy (ky , kz ) = −F yz (ky , kz ) 6= 0,

(11)

so that the 2CN (10) is directly ν2 = ν1xw ×ν1yz , where we have introduced the first Chern numbers (7) associated
with the x−w and y−z planes respectively. There are many known 2D models with nonzero first Chern numbers,
and so a straightforward approach is to combine any two such models, one in each disconnected plane, to create
a composite 4D model. One of the simplest choices for the 2D model is the Harper-Hofstadter (HH) model33 of
a charged particle hopping on a 2D square lattice in a uniform magnetic flux, i.e., it is the lattice version of the
2D Hall effect discussed in Section 3.1. The resulting minimal 4D model, consisting of a copy of the HH model
in each of the two planes, is given in the Landau gauge by:1, 29, 32
X †
Ĥ = −J
br+aex ,w br,w + b†r+aez ,w br,w + ei2πΦyz z/a b†r+aey ,w br,w + ei2πΦxw x/a b†r,w+η br,w + h.c.,
(12)
r,w

where we have set the real part of the hopping amplitudes along the physical and the synthetic dimensions all
equal to J. Here, Φxw and Φyz are the uniform magnetic fluxes piercing the x−w and y−z planes respectively.
In what follows, we assume the fluxes are rational, i.e. that they can be expressed as Φµν = qµν /pµν where
qµν and pµν are co-prime integers, and that they lead to isolated non-degenerate bands. Deviations from this
simple case will be presented elsewhere.34 Then, as has been numerically verified,29 this 4D model has all the key
characteristics required to explore the 4D quantum Hall effect described above: for suitable choices of the fluxes,
it has a lowest energy band which is well-isolated, non-degenerate and has a non-zero second Chern number.
Most importantly, as we now discuss, this model could also be within experimental reach in integrated photonics.

4. 4D QUANTUM HALL PHYSICS IN A 3D ARRAY OF RING RESONATORS
We propose to exploit a 3D array of resonators with a synthetic dimension to study the 4D quantum Hall effect.
In Section. 4.4 and Section. 4.2, we detail how the necessary ingredients can be realised in integrated photonics.
We then discuss in Section 4.3 how the 4D quantum Hall effect could be probed in a driven-dissipative optical
system, before presenting numerical simulations and discussion of possible experiments in Section 4.4.

4.1 The minimal 4D topological lattice model in photonics
We consider a 3D array of ring resonators extended into an effective 4D system by a synthetic dimension,
sketched in Figure
2(a). As we outlined in Sec. 2, this system can be described by a tight-binding Hamiltonian
P
Htot = HJ + r HΩ , including hopping terms along all four dimensions. Compared with the minimal topological
lattice model in Eq. (12), the key extra ingredient required is the modification of certain hopping processes by
complex spatially-dependent phase factors, to mimic the effects of magnetic fluxes on charged particles. As the
physical mechanism for imposing such phase factors is different in the synthetic versus the spatial dimensions,
we consider these separately in turn.
1.Synthetic flux in the y-z plane– Along real spatial directions, appropriate hopping phases can be created
by introducing off-resonant link resonators, as in the recent experiment for a 2D array of ring resonators.14 By
displacing the link resonators along the y direction by an amount α that depends on the position along z, as
shown in Figure 2(b), light gains a net phase-shift as it travels around a plaquette in the y − z plane equal
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Figure 2. (a) The proposed 4D photonic lattice consisting of a 3D ring-resonator array combined with a synthetic
dimension ŵ provided by the different whispering gallery modes of each resonator. The resonant microrings (in black) are
the spatial lattice sites labelled by r, while the off-resonant microrings (in blue) are used to implement synthetic gauge
fields in the real spatial dimensions.14 This is shown schematically in (b) for a plaquette in the y − z plane. Photons
travelling around a single plaquette gain a complex phase from the z-dependent displacement of the off-resonant rings
along y. This can be seen as imposing a synthetic flux Φyz on the photons.14 (c) A plaquette in the x − w plane in which
the synthetic flux Φxw can be realised by choosing the external modulation coupling different modes to have a spatial
dependence as Jro = |Jro |eikx x . Combining the synthetic fluxes in (b) and (c) leads to a topological lattice model that
can exhibit the 4D quantum Hall effect.1, 29

to Φyz = 4πneff ∆α/λ, where ∆α = α1 − α2 is the difference in the displacement of the two link resonators
and λ is the wavelength of the light considered.14 The hopping phase does depend on w via λ, however, we
assume this dependence is weak over the frequencies considered and can be ignored. We note that the insertion
of link resonators does not break time-reversal symmetry, unlike a true magnetic field for a charged electron.
Instead, photons with positive angular momentum w can in principle backscatter into states with negative
angular momentum −w through impurities. Photons in the modes with negative angular momentum will hop
under an opposite magnetic flux −Φyz . We assume that such a backscattering can, however, be minimised in
fabrication as in the previous 2D experiment.14 Finally, we note that as the hopping along z is via evanescent
coupling rather than link resonators, care must be taken in the experimental design to ensure that the hopping
amplitudes Jj are indeed all equal.
2. Synthetic flux in the x-w plane– As introduced briefly above, the amplitude Jro of the dielectric tensor
modulation, which controls the hopping along w, can be made complex and spatially-dependent. For example,
we choose the modulation amplitude as Jro = |Jro |eikx x , then, as indicated in Figure 2(c), the hopping around
a plaquette in the x − w plane encloses a “magnetic flux” of Φxw = kx a/2π. The strength of the artificial
magnetic flux can therefore be tuned through the wave-vector kx of the dielectric modulation, which can in turn
be controlled, for example, via optical fields inducing this modulation through material nonlinearities.1 We note
that, unlike above, the modulation can break time-reversal symmetry, and so be robust against backscattering.
Together, the combination of these two methods can be used to realise the 4D topological lattice model of
Eq. (12) and generate photonic energy bands with non-zero 2CNs.

4.2 Perturbing “electric” and “magnetic” fields in photonics
The second key ingredient required for 4D quantum Hall physics is the creation and control of the perturbing
electric and magnetic fields in Eq. (9). Experimentally, the simplest way to implement a perturbing magnetic
field is to give the modulation amplitude an additional spatial dependence, for example, Jro = |Jro |eikx x eikz z . By
the same argument as above, this leads to a perturbing magnetic flux of δΦzw = kz a/2π. Provided that kz  kx ,
the artificial magnetic flux satisfies |δΦzw |  |Φxw |, and so the former can be treated as a perturbation To
connect with Eq. (9), the artificial flux can be expressed as a perturbing artificial magnetic field, δBzw , through
δΦzw = ηaeδBzw /2π, where e is the fictitious “charge” and (ηa) is the “area” of a plaquette in the z − w plane.
From Eq. (9), we see that only certain combinations of electric and magnetic fields will lead to the interesting
nonlinear 4D topological response, due to the 4D Levi-Civita symbol. For a perturbing magnetic field δBzw , the
appropriate electric field would be Ex or Ey ; electric fields along w or z will only lead to linear 2D-like responses.
Experimentally, electric fields along real spatial directions such as x or y can be created by varying either the
cavity size or the temperature uniformly in space; hereafter, we assume that E = Ex ex .
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4.3 Driven-dissipative optical analogue of the 4D quantum Hall effect
Light in an array of silicon ring resonators is an inherently driven-dissipative system, while the quantized quantum
Hall current responses [Eq. (6) & Eq. (9)] are derived considering conservative dynamics. However, as we briefly
review, clear analogues of quantum Hall effects may still be found even with the pumping and losses in photonic
systems.1, 35 Theoretically, our system can be modelled by assuming that light leaks out of the resonators with a
position- and mode-dependent loss rate γr,w , while a “probe beam” pumps the system continuously. We assume
that this probe beam is sufficiently weak that we can neglect photon-photon interactions. Then, the expectation
value of the cavity field βr,w (t) ≡ hb̂r,w (t)i in our effective 4D system (12) evolves according to:35
i

∂
βr,w = − J[βr−aex ,w + βr+aex ,w + βr−aez ,w + βr+aez ,w + ei2πΦyz z/a βr−aey ,w + e−i2πΦyz z/a βr+aey ,w ]
∂t
+ ei2π(Φxw x+δΦzw z)/a βr,w−η + e−i2π(Φxw x+δΦzw z)/a βr,w+η ] + [−iγr,w + eEx x]βr,w + fr,w (t), (13)

where the hopping amplitudes are assumed to be equal Jj = |Jro | = J and where fr,w (t) is the probe beam as
seen in the rotating frame. We assume that the probe is only applied to a single ring at position r, and that it is
monochromatic fr,w (t) ∝ e−iΩdrive t at a driving frequency Ωdrive . This corresponds in the non-rotating frame to
a frequency Ωw + Ωdrive . Provided that Ωdrive  ∆Ω, only one mode w of one resonator r, is effectively driven.
After a sufficiently long time, the photons in the system reach a steady-state distribution; this can be found
numerically by solving the above equation of motion over a finite 4D lattice.
The optical analogue of the 4D quantum Hall
Peffect [Eq. (9)]Pis observable as a displacement of the centerof-mass of the photon steady-state, e.g. hyi = [ r,w y|βr,w |2 ]/[ r,w |βr,w |2 ], when the probe beam excites all
the states in an isolated band.1, 35 As we only pump a single resonator mode (r, w), we uniformly excite states
at all quasimomenta in the Brillouin zone. To restrict this excitation then to states only within a single band,
we choose Ωdrive to be on resonance with that band and ensure the loss rate satisfies ∆Eband < γ < ∆Egap , for a
band with bandwidth ∆Eband and an energy gap to adjacent bands of ∆Egap . Then it can be shown that:1
(ηa)qxw ν1xw
Ex + O(γ 0 ),
γ
2π
a2 qyz qxw ν2
(ηa3 )qyz qxw ν2
0
E
δB
+
O(γ
)
=
−e
Ex δΦzw + O(γ 0 ).
hyi = −e2
x
zw
γ
(2π)2
γ
2π

hwi = e

(14)

The response hwi is directly analogous to the first term in Eq. (9) as it also is linear in the applied perturbing
fields and depends only on a 2D topological invariant ν1xw ; we therefore refer to this below as the 2D-like quantum
Hall response. The second response hyi is nonlinear, as it contains both Ex and δΦzw , and it also depends on
the 4D topological invariant ν2 ; we refer to this as the 4D quantum Hall response.

4.4 Numerical simulations of the optical analogue of the 4D quantum Hall effect
To demonstrate these two effects, we numerically simulate the photon steady-state of a 4D lattice with uniform,
non-perturbing fluxes Φyz = Φxw = 1/8, for which the lowest band has a second Chern number ν2 = 1 and
ν yz = ν xw = −1. The resulting steady-state is shown in Figure 3 projected onto either the x − y or x − w plane
for various combinations of the weak perturbing fields. As can be seen in Fig. 3(a)-(d), only in the presence of
both perturbations, Ex and δΦzw , is there a clear displacement along y; this is the analogue of the 4D quantum
Hall response as expected from Eq. (14). Conversely, as can be seen in Fig. 3(e)-(h), the large displacement
along w depends instead only on the presence of the electric field. This is the 2D-like quantum Hall effect in
Eq. (14). We note that there is also a displacement along x in the presence of the artificial electric field [as can
be seen in panels (b), (d), (f) & (h)]; this is the longitudinal response of the driven-dissipative photonic system
to an external force, which has no analogue in the quantum Hall current of a filled band of electrons.35
We can also quantitatively extract the second Chern number from the numerical displacement of the photon
steady-state hyi by using Eq. (14). This is demonstrated in Figure 4 where the extracted ν2 is plotted as a
function of the loss-rate γ for a 4D lattice with (A) Φyz = Φxw = 1/8 and (B) Φxw = 1/9, Φyz = 6/13, which
have lowest bands with ν2 = 1 and ν2 = −2 respectively. In this figure, the second Chern number is extracted
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Figure 3. The optical analogue of the 4D quantum Hall effect (a)-(d) and of the 2D-like quantum Hall effect (e)-(h) in the
proposed 4D photonic lattice. The numerical simulations are for a 4D lattice with 134 sites and with strong magnetic fields
Φxw = 1/8 and Φyz = 1/8 and with a uniform loss rate of γ = 0.03J. The lowest energy band of this model has nontrivial
Berry curvature and a second Chern number ν2 = 1. The central sites are pumped with frequency Ωdrive = −6.6J,
resonant with the lowest band. The photon steady-state is projected onto (a-d) the x-y plane and (e-h) the x-w plane for
different values of perturbing fields. There is a large displacement of the photon steady-state along y only when both a
perturbing electric and magnetic field are present, as expected for the response of the 4D quantum Hall effect. Conversely,
there is a large displacement along w for only a perturbing electric field, as in the usual linear 2D quantum Hall effect.

from (i) a single simulation with loss-rate γ, and from (ii) a differential-measurement approach for loss-rates
γ1 = γ + 0.005J and γ2 = γ − 0.005J, so as to cancel out the correction O(γ 0 ) in Eq. (14). We observe that
the differential-measurement approach improves the extracted Chern number compared to that from a single
simulation provided that the loss-rate is sufficiently large compared to the energy band-width ∆Eband that the
probe beam excites all eigenstates within a band equally.
At high loss-rates, we also observe deviations from the expected Chern number as the inequality γ < ∆Egap is
less well-satisfied, and eigenstates from higher bands are excited by the probe beam. The importance of ensuring
γ < ∆Egap is emphasised by comparing models (A) and (B) in Figure 4. As ∆Egap (A) = 1.26J  ∆Egap (B) =
0.28J, we observe that a reasonable estimate of the second Chern number can be obtained up to a much larger
value of γ for model (A) than for model (B). The hierarchy of energy scales ∆Eband < γ < ∆Egap is therefore
important to take into account when designing experiments. We also note that while we have focused here
on the effects of the loss-rate γ, the extraction of an accurate second Chern number can also be improved by
further reducing the perturbing fields, as we have previously discussed.1 Finally, all our numerical simulations
were performed for a relatively small lattice of 134 sites. While this reduces the experimental requirements, this
can lead to finite-size errors for the larger Chern number bands, where, as indicated by Eq. (14), the photon
displacement is larger.
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Lowest band has ν 2 = +1,
∆E gap/J = 1.26,
∆E band/J = 0.003.
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(B) Φ x w = 1/9, Φ y z = 6/13
Lowest band has ν 2 = −2,
∆E gap/J = 0.28,
∆E band/J = 0.003.

γ/J
Figure 4. The extracted topological second Chern number, ν2 , as a function of the loss-rate γ for two choices of the strong
fluxes. For both choices, the second Chern number is extracted (i) from a numerical simulation at loss-rate γ (denoted
“Single” in the figure legend), and (ii) through a differential-measurement approach for loss-rates γ1 = γ + 0.005J
and γ2 = γ − 0.005J (denoted “Combined” in the legend). With this differential approach, we can cancel out the
correction O(γ 0 ) in Eq. (14), leading to a better estimate of the second Chern number for sufficiently high losses. At
high and low loss-rates, both approaches deviate significantly from the expected second Chern number, as the inequality
∆Eband < γ < ∆Egap is less well-satisfied. Note that for model (B), we only show results up to γ/J = 0.28 where the
losses become equal to the lowest band-gap. These numerical simulations were performed for 4D lattices with 134 sites,
with a driving frequency resonant with the middle of the lowest band and with weak perturbations aeEx = J/100 and
δΦzw = 1/100.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The introduction of a synthetic dimension can be an important step towards realising higher-dimensional topological lattices in integrated photonics. As we recently proposed1 and have discussed here in greater detail, an
exciting application of this approach would be to observe the 4D quantum Hall effect in the laboratory for the
first time. Going further, it would be very interesting to understand the role of photon-photon interactions in
a 3D system with a synthetic dimension, to see if higher-dimensional fractional quantum Hall physics could be
realised. It would also be of great interest to explore the edge physics associated with this 4D quantum Hall
effect, and whether there exist robust modes propagating around the 3D surface of a 4D boundary as such modes
could have useful future applications in on-chip optical components.
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